CYFEST-14: Ferment at ASU Mix Center, Messa, Arizona, November 14-20, 2022

Discussion published by Natalia Kolodzei on Sunday, December 18, 2022

CYLAND Media Art Lab, Arizona State University, and Leonardo ISAST, and ASU MIX Center present the CYFEST-14: Ferment, November 14-20. The opening of CYFEST-14: Ferment on Friday, November 18 from 3 PM to 6 PM MST at ASU Media and Immersive eXperience (MIX) Center, 50 North Centennial Way, Mesa, Arizona, USA. The project is on view until November 20, 2022. CYFEST-14: Ferment examines the theme of fermentation through the dual lenses of art and science.

CYFEST-14 is collaborating with Emerge 2022: Eating at the Edges. A Festival of Food Futures, (https://emerge.asu.edu/) and extends its program with a 7-day thematic media art exhibition, interdisciplinary workshops on creative use of technologies, experimental video and sound mixing.

CYFEST-14: Ferment Arizona showcases works developed out of CYLAND’s long-term collaborative programs to demonstrate how art can be to communicate complex stories while bringing forth deeper connection and understanding to our hybrid “fermented” environments. Some of these artworks are on loan from the Kolodzei Art Foundation and provided specifically for the exhibition.


LASER (Leonardo Art Science Evening Rendezvous) ASU and CYLAND - Fermentation. Panelists: Anne Marie Maes, Sara El-Sayed, Natalia Kolodzei. Chaired by Jenny Strickland, Natalia Kolodzei, and Anna Frants on Saturday, 19 November Hybrid - If you are in Arizona - join us in-person at ASU Media and Immersive eXperience (MIX) Center, 50 N. Center Street, Mesa, Arizona or on-line - register. https://leonardo.info/civicrm/event/info?id=753&reset=1